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We are a sheetfed and web printer working three shifts. I'm wondering how others provide 
assistance to their production manager. We have 47 total employees, including 28 
production employees in prepress, bindery, and print production. 
 
Our production manager wants to manage all production by himself, which doesn't seem 
very effective. He is spread too thin which results in poor communication, minimal 
coaching for newer staff, and an unwillingness to take time off for himself. As volume 
increases, it's causing added stress but he won't accept the concept of having a working 
supervisor(s) or any form of assistance. 
 
I'd like to know if there are other companies with similar or relative personnel counts and 
how they staff production managers and/or supervisors to be the most effective for all. 
 
 

 

 
We have one production manager and then a production supervisor for each of the three shifts.  
The third shift is a working supervisor.   
 
If he doesn't want you to add help, his ego is getting in the way. You'll never grow without adding 
supervision.  In the end, there will be more mistakes, more hair pulling, and less net income if he 
doesn't accept help. 
 
 

 
We have a three shift operation with a leader on each shift reporting to a division manager.  In the 
event one of them is expected to be out more than two days at any time, the division manager 
and other shift manager will adjust work schedule to maintain communication flow.  We also have 
a scheduler on 1st and 2nd shift who is responsible for the flow of communication in the press 
and finishing departments. 
 
 

 
We had exactly the same situation.  We have team leaders in each department.  We have 
someone coordinating with the team leaders.  We no longer have a plant manager. 
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We are a sheetfed shop which runs two shifts and have 21 production employees in Prepress, 
Printing, Bindery and S&R.  We have a production supervisor (manager) over all of the 
departments but we have two key positions which enables the supervisor to be successful.  We 
have a working Production Group Leader and we have a QC/Scheduler position.   
 
As the supervisor I was in the same position where I thought I could (had to) do it all on my 
own…I was wrong.  I was over worked, I never took a day off, I was getting burned out and things 
started falling through the cracks and getting missed which lead to poor quality and missed 
deadlines.  It took a very candid conversation with my mentor for me to fully understand what I 
was doing to myself as well as the organization.   
 
Once we implemented the production group leader and qc/scheduler positions the department did 
a 180; department communication, morale and productivity all improved as a result.  I was able to 
delegate the small day to day stuff to the production group leader since he was already on the 
floor and delegated the monitoring of our quality processes and procedures along with the daily 
monitoring of our master schedule to our QC/Scheduler person.  We have daily 5 minute status 
meetings to run down where we are at on jobs in the shop as well as what may be coming up.   
 
This change has allowed me to focus on the bigger picture issues and not get bogged down in 
the minutia of every job we have in the shop.  It has also allowed me to have more free time to be 
on the floor throughout the day to touch base with the production employees.  The group leader 
and qc/scheduler were already employees, we changed one person’s title and moved on person 
off of the floor, so we were able to make the positive changes without adding headcount.   
 
The realization that I couldn’t do it all on my own was the best thing to happen to me and the 
organization.  The bottom line is one person cannot do it all. 
 
 

 
I think every operation has different needs and situations. As an owner, you need to ask yourself: 
 
What does the operation look like if a key employee or manager leaves, has a long term illness or 
dies. 
 
Our operation is a little larger but we have a production manager, pre-press manager and lead 
folks in bindery, mailing and shipping along with our customer service folks. When our production 
manager is out the pre-press manager takes that lead position. There are the lead folks that have 
been cross trained in all aspects of production management and attend 2 daily production 
meetings (8:30am and 2pm) for status updates as well as any changes to the following shifts (this 
insures everyone is on the same page).  
 
The key is not to have the tail wag the dog from any employee, including managers to make sure 
morale is us and stress is reduced. 
 
 

 
My organization it bigger than that and we have different staffing needs. 
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We have three shifts and have run this way for 25 years. 110 employees and 40 temps daily. We 
have a plant manager, four floor supervisors on first shift overseeing various areas, two floor 
supervisors on second shift, one working supervisor on third shift as there are only 8 employees 
on that shift. We have a shipping supervisor as we ship over 700 truckloads and 5000 skids per 
month. We have a QC manager who is on the floor 75% of the time. We produce 500 jobs per 
month that vary from ten pieces to millions and the trick is nothing is the same size and most of it 
is custom work. 
 
Having one person oversee all your operations is a recipe for disaster but I do have employees 
here who refuse to delegate and grow and know how difficult this must be. 
 
 

 


